Fashion/ Design and Sustainability Forum –
day of talks, interviews, networking and a film.
Meet the speakers and join the conversation.

Including:
>>> CARYN FRANKLIN
>>> KATE HILLS - MAKE IT BRITISH
>>> CHARTY DURRANT
>>> ALISON JANE REID
>>> LUCY TAMMAM
>>> THE ETHICAL FASHION FORUM
and more...

#WSA_sustainabilityforum #WSA_mafashion
Rather than discarding them, there are many opportunities to give clothes a new lease of life through repair, upcycling, and ethical retail. The circular economy, which prioritizes minimizing waste and maximizing resource use, is increasingly recognized as a key strategy for sustainable fashion. By focusing on mindfulness and consumer behavior, we can contribute to a more equitable and environmentally friendly fashion industry. 

### Bibliographies

**LINDA MACKIE**

Linda Mackie is a Senior Teaching Fellow in Fashion Marketing & Management at Middlesex School of Art. Since graduating from her MSc in Fashion Design she has gained extensive experience across the retail sphere working for fashion houses such as Hugo Boss and Karen Millen. As a Senior Buyer at Marks & Spencer she has worked with leading designers and manufacturers to develop a new product launch. Now teaching at middlesex, Linda is an expert in the art of sustainability and fashion and supports the Circular Economy. She is a founding member of the Sustainable Textiles Environment Design (TED) and is developing her knowledge and expertise. 

**MEH LUI**

Meh Lui is the founder of ethical fashion brand Victorian Fashion St in 1998 in an attempt to challenge the status quo of the fashion industry. She has spent years researching, experimenting and working with factories. Victorian Fashion St has been able to create a portfolio of sustainable and ethical textiles. Mei has consistently worked to spread the word and has been a key figure in the sustainable fashion movement. The business is now a member of the FTSE 100. Mei has been working on a documentary film for the past three years and has been shown at the London and Japan runways, and featured with high end brands such as Stella McCartney, John Richmond, Laurel Levin, and Lauren. 

**REEM ALASADI, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN FASHION PRACTICE**

### Agenda

1. 10.00 DELIA CROWE introduction to the forum

2. 11.00 LINDA MACKIE Sustainable fashion: introduction and overview

3. 11.15 PETER HIATT Fashion: Fashioning Sustainability

4. 11.30 LUCY TAMHAN Sustainable fashion: the prize and the pitfall

5. 11.45 CHERRY DURRANT sustainable fashion: the future of fashion

6. 12.00 KATE HILLS Fashion: Make it British

7. 12.15 BLACK S. Co-operative's Tammam: Fashioning sustainability

8. 12.30 WENDY NORTH: Fashion: The Case for Sustainability

9. 13.15 MALORY GIARDINO Fabric: Fashion's new material values

10. 14.00 LUCY TAMHAN Fashion: Sustainable fashion: the prize and the pitfall


12. 14.30 KATE HILLS Fashion: Make it British

13. 14.45 BLACK S. Co-operative's Tammam: Fashioning sustainability

14. 15.00 WENDY NORTH: Fashion: The Case for Sustainability

15. 15.15 MALORY GIARDINO Fabric: Fashion's new material values

16. 16.00 LUCY TAMHAN Sustainable fashion: the prize and the pitfall

17. 16.15 CHERRY DURRANT Fashion: Sustainable fashion: the future of fashion

18. 16.30 KATE HILLS Fashion: Make it British

19. 16.45 BLACK S. Co-operative's Tammam: Fashioning sustainability

20. 17.00 WENDY NORTH: Fashion: The Case for Sustainability

21. 17.15 MALORY GIARDINO Fabric: Fashion's new material values

22. 17.30 LUCY TAMHAN Sustainable fashion: the prize and the pitfall

23. 18.00 Delia Crowe: WGSN: Fashion and Sustainability

24. 18.15 Catherine Malloch: Fashion: The Case for Sustainability

25. 18.30 The Woo Film Festival: Impossible Wardrobe

### Worldwide sustainable forum #FSAfashion

**Reading List**


Papane, V. (1985) Design for the Common Good

**Real World: Human Ecology and Social Change, Thames and Hudson**


**Media/Lifestyle**

Textiles Environment Design (TED) www.tedresearch.net, Junky Styling, peoplepoweruk.com, katherinemahmood.com, ecofashionworld.com, truthout.org